We extend Kn orr's and Robinson's reformulation of the blockwise version of Alperin's weight conjecture by showing that the alternating sum they introduced does not change its value if the terms which count simple modules are replaced by terms which count indecomposable linear source or trivial source modules. A more general result is established for quantities attached to nite groups admitting a defect group theory such that an analogue of Brauer's rst main theorem or the Green correspondence holds.
Introduction and statement of the main result
Since Alperin rst published the weight conjecture in A87] there have been many equivalent reformulations (e.g. KR89] , TW90], T92], T93], Bc96]) and also re nements ( D92] , D94]). The aim of this note is yet another equivalent reformulation of Alperin's weight conjecture. Our starting point is the reformulation given by Kn orr and Robinson in KR89] which predicts the vanishing of a certain Lefschetz-type alternating sum whose summands count simple modules of certain subgroups. Here we show that the Kn orr-Robinson alternating sum does not change its value if we count indecomposable modules of certain types, like for example trivial source modules or linear source modules. This will be a consequence of a more general result (Corollary 2.4) about alternating sums over the simplices of the Brown complex of invariants of their stabilizers and blocks and p-subgroups of those satisfying certain axiomatic properties (see (2.1) (i), (ii)). If these invariants are numbers of indecomposable lattices, then the axioms are satis ed due to the Green correspondence. In a similar way, a AMS Subject Classi cation: 20C20, 20C11 y Research supported by a Heisenberg Fellowship from the DFG defect group theory of multiplicites of lower defect groups was already used in S93].
We recall the reformulation of Alperin's weight conjecture given by Kn orr and Robinson. The following notations will be needed.
1.1 Throughout this article let G be a nite group, let p be a prime, and let S p (G) (resp. S p (G)) denote the partially ordered set of non-trivial (resp. all) p-subgroups of G, orderd by inclusion. Note that the conjugation action of G on S p (G) and S p (G) respects this partial order. A chain of length n 2 N 0 in S p (G) is a strictly increasing sequence P 0 < < P n of n+1 elements of S p (G). Besides these non-trivial chains there is the empty chain ; which has length ?1 by de nition. Again, G acts by conjugation on the set (S p (G)) of all proper chains, and also on~ (S p (G)) := (S p (G)) f;g leaving the empty chain xed. For 2~ (S p (G)) let j j denote its length and G its stabilizer in G. Thus 1.6 An OG-lattice M is called a linear source (resp. trivial source) OG-module, if each of its indecomposable direct summands has a source of O-rank 1 (resp. a trivial source). Equivalently, after restriction to a Sylow p-subgroup P of G, the module M is a monomial (resp. permutation) OP-lattice. Another equivalent condition is that M is isomorphic to a direct summand of a monomial (resp. permutation) OG-lattice. See Br85] and Bo98] for proofs of these statements. Note that projective OG-modules are trivial source modules and a fortiori linear source modules, and that the classes of indecomposable linear source modules and trivial source modules are stable under taking Green correspondents. 2.1 We assume the notation from Subsection 1.4 and the hypothesis of Theorem 1.5. Then the numbers a H (B; P) := a(B; P), for H 6 G, P 2 S p (H), and B a sum of blocks of OH, satisfy the following conditions:
(i) a gHg ?1 (gBg ?1 ; gPg ?1 ) = a H (B; P), (ii) a H (B; P) = a NH(P ) (B NH (P) ; P), (iii) (?1) j j jG j 2.5 Sometimes invariants of nite groups can not be de ned blockwise. So let us assume that for each H 6 G and for each P 2 S p (H) we have an element a H (P ) 2 A for some abelian group A satisfying (i) a gHg ?1 (gP g ?1 ) = a H (P ), (ii) a H (P ) = a NH(P ) (P ).
We set (iii) a H := 2.7 Remark In S93] , more examples of numbers a H (B; P) can be found, which satisfy the axioms 2.1(i) and (ii), namely multiplicities of lower defect groups (by F82, Lemma V.10.4]), numbers of blocks (by Brauer's rst main theorem), and numbers of isomorphism classes of indecomposable lattices with cyclic vertices (by the Green correspondence). Summing up the multiplicities of lower defect groups over all blocks, one also sees that the number of conjugacy classes with given defect group satis es the axioms 2.5(i) and (ii).
We examine one of the previous examples further. Let n H (B; P) denote the number of block summands with defect group P of a sum B of blocks of OH for a subgroup H of G and P 2 S p (H). Then, Corollary 2.4 applies to n H (B; P). Moreover 
